



distinctions and will influence the emergence of political, multi-ethnic nation of 
citizens. This in any way undermines the “sense-building” function of Ukrainian ethnos.  
Thus, a promising direction of Ukrainian community development  is dealt with 
creation of a unified multi-ethnic and multicultural nation of citizens with reservation of 
uniqueness and originality of each ethnic community, where everyone could feel 
himself Ukrainian regardless ethnic origin. But Ukrainian researchers should also play 
in this process an important role. 
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NATIONAL AUTHENTICITY OF PERSONALITY IN NEW REALITIES 
OF SOCIAL LIFE 
 
Abstract. The article expresses considerations about causes of delayed 
development of the civil society of Ukraine, the slowdown in the rate of its 
democratization. The wronged and contradictable to values of civil society thinking is 
hidden in mentality of Ukrainians, their non-state psychology and individualism what 




it's about a conglict that arises by three appeared in Ukraine subethnics and according to 
points of mr. Pavlenko Iu. it's about "misunderstanding"  among  average Western and 
Ostern peoples. 
It is proved that mentallity is not a historical constant and it is changes and 
becomes a sample of democracy of a civil service character, losing their archaic features 
of individualismus, uncompatible to civil society said leading scientists of today.  
The most clearly national consolidation  to state values arises in "critical 
situations" under the influence of political conflicts sharing the view of mrs. Kvitsinia 
M. Modern history gives facts of a political activity come out, Ukrainians state 
aspirations-features, that mentally make Ukrainian nation near to European values. 
A developing point that Ukrainians potentially are able to take Western 
achievements more naturally comparing to the most different peoples, but the obstacle 
to the democratical changes, reconstruction of civil society is not the the mentally of 
Ukrainians, but non-dependent to the society the party representation in the domination 
the same representational democracy which make stronger the state centralisation. 
Confirmed this is the very time for the transition from more suitable Ukrainian 
mentality a representative democracy what hictorically has depleted their its potential to 
direct democracy of the participatory type. 
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